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Summary

Objectives: To review the recent research literature in clinical decision support systems (CDSS).
Methods: A review of recent literature was undertaken, focusing on CDSS evaluation, consumers and public health, the impact of translational bioinformatics on CDSS design, and CDSS safety.
Results: In recent years, researchers have concentrated much less on the development of decision technologies, and have focused more on the impact of CDSS in the clinical world. Recent work highlights that traditional process measures of CDSS effectiveness, such as document relevance, are poor proxy measures for decision outcomes. Measuring the dynamics of decision making, for example via decision velocity, may produce a more accurate picture of effectiveness. Another trend is the broadening of user base for CDSS beyond front line clinicians. Consumers are now a major focus for biomedical informatics, as are public health officials, tasked with detecting and managing disease outbreaks at a health system, rather than individual patient level. Bioinformatics is also changing the nature of CDSS. Apart from personalisation of therapy recommendations, translational bioinformatics is creating new challenges in the interpretation of the meaning of genetic data. Finally, there is much recent interest in the further development of decision technologies, and have focused more on the impact of CDSS in the working clinical world.

This paper begins with a review of changes in the way CDSS are evaluated, with a focus on understanding their real-world impact. We next highlight another significant trend in CDSS research, which is the broadening of the intended user base beyond front line clinicians. Consumers, for example, are now a major focus for biomedical informatics, as it is clear that the emergence of engaged and informed consumers should lead to a more effective health system [1], with associated improved health outcomes – although that prospect itself remains a goal rather than proven certainty. Public health officials, tasked with detecting and then managing disease outbreaks at a health system, not individual patient level, are also increasingly the focus of new CDSS developments, and are also reviewed here.

Introduction

Clinical decision support systems (CDSS) have developed over the last 50 years as tools that assist clinicians, mainly doctors, with a number of standard decision tasks, such as formulation of a diagnosis, prescription of a medication, interpretation of a diagnostic result, or therapy planning (see Box 1). In recent years, researchers have concentrated less on the development of novel technologies, which carry out some or all of the reasoning associated with such tasks, and have focussed more on the impact of CDSS in the working clinical world.

Bioinformatics is moving out from the laboratory bench and changing the nature of CDSS in some subtle and not so subtle ways. Apart from the obvious personalisation of therapy recommendations possible by knowing an individual’s genotype, allowing more effective selection of medications for example, translational bioinformatics is creating new challenges in the interpretation of the meaning of genetic data.

There is much recent interest in the safety and effectiveness of computerised physician order entry (CPOE) systems, given that prescribing and administration errors are a significant cause of morbidity and mortality in many health systems. Of note, there is still much controversy surrounding the contention that poorly designed, implemented or used CDSS may actually lead to harm, and this remains an ongoing theme in the recent research literature [2]. We complete this review with an update of the recent literature exploring CDSS safety. The review is not exhaustive, and does not cover progress in high data volume domains such as intensive care, the operating room, and emergency. For example, alerts and alarms on continuously monitored patients are both an important CDSS application area and also one where a great deal of data are available for building recognition and prediction systems.
Clinical Decision Support Systems

Box 1 Clinical Decision Support Systems

CDSS store clinical knowledge, usually about a very specifically defined task, and typically reason with patient data to generate patient-specific inferences. There are many different types of clinical task to which CDSS can be applied [3] including:

1. **Alerts and reminders.** A CDSS attached to a patient monitoring device like an ECG or pulse oximeter can warn of changes in a patient's condition or may summon laboratory test results, drug or test order, or the electronic health record (EHR) and send reminders or warnings. Reminder systems notify clinicians of important tasks that need to be done. For example, an outpatient clinic reminder system may highlight patients requiring immunizations on their day's list.

2. **Diagnostic assistance.** When a case is complex, rare or the clinician making the diagnosis is inexperienced, CDSS can help formulate likely diagnoses based on patient data, and the system's understanding of illness stored in its knowledge base. Diagnostic assistance is often needed with complex data, rare presentations of common illnesses or diagnoses that require specialised expertise, and have an important educational role.

3. **Therapy critiquing and planning.** Critiquing systems look for inconsistencies, errors and omissions in an existing treatment plan. Planning systems have more knowledge about the structure of treatment protocols and can be used to formulate a plan based upon patient data and treatment guidelines.

4. **Prescribing decision support systems** check for drug-drug interactions, dosage errors and, if connected to an EHR, for other prescribing contraindications such as allergy. They may offer other benefits like automated script generation and electronic transmission of the script to a pharmacy.

5. **Information retrieval systems** can in constructing appropriately specific and accurate clinical questions, act as information filters, by reducing the number of documents found in a response to a query to a Web search engine, and can assist in identifying the most appropriate sources of evidence appropriate to a clinical question. *Infobuttons* retrieve information related to a specific context e.g. within a patient's electronic record.

6. **Image recognition and interpretation.** Many clinical images are automatically interpreted, from plain X-rays through to more complex images like angiograms, CT and MRI scans. This is of value in mass-screenings, for example, when the system can flag potentially abnormal images for detailed human attention.

Advances in Benchmarking the Impact of Decision Support

Much recent attention in biomedical informatics focuses on the relatively low adoption rates of technologies such as CDSS and seeks to understand why apparently well-designed systems, which perform well on traditional measures, are not perceived to be useful by clinicians. It may be the case that we need to formulate a broader set of metrics, more closely associated with clinical practice, to better understand what constitutes an effective CDSS. The evaluation of CDSS typically occur at three distinct points:

1. **Process metrics** judge a CDSS by its capability to satisfy an intermediate goal. For example, the effectiveness of an information retrieval system may be measured by the number of relevant documents it retrieves, which is assumed to be a proxy measure for an effective decision outcome;

2. **Decision outcome metrics** judge a CDSS by the quality of decisions made, for example by measuring the number of correct answers clinicians make, such as appropriate prescriptions, aided by the CDSS and unaided;

3. **Clinical outcome measures** judge a CDSS by the ultimate impact it has on clinical processes, such as clinical outcomes like infection rates, death rates or length of stay in hospital.

Several recent research results underscore the challenge of CDSS evaluation. Document relevance, for example, is considered a cornerstone metric for the evaluation of information retrieval systems [4], and this metric is widely used when assessing the effectiveness of clinical systems designed to assist decision-making by identifying the most relevant evidence (e.g. [5]). It is surprising however that until recently no attempt has been made to test whether this proxy process measure actually correlates with changes in decision or clinical outcomes. One recent laboratory study we conducted looked at the decision outcomes of 227 health consumers and found that user relevance rankings had little or no predictive power [6]. Relevance rankings were unable to predict whether the user of a search engine could correctly answer a question after search and could not differentiate between two search engines with statistically different performance in the hands of users. Only when users had strong prior knowledge of the questions, and the decision task was of low complexity, did relevance appear to have modest predictive power. Studies such as this raise the concern that many well accepted process level measures, assumed to be a proxy for harder to measure outcomes, may not correlate well or at all with such outcomes. Therefore evaluators need to convince themselves that they are using well validated process metrics, rather than continuing with unvalidated traditional measures.

Focusing solely on decision outcomes, like the ability to arrive at a correct decision, may also be obscuring significant CDSS benefits. For example, the search for clinical information often occurs in time-poor settings. Doctors may spend no more than two minutes searching for an answer [7] and often abandon searches when no answer is forthcoming [8]. Consequently, we have proposed that the rate at which clinicians are able to make decisions, their decision velocity, could be an important metric for benchmarking the performance of CDSS [9]. Analyzing the performance of 75 doctors and nurses on a battery of clinical decision tasks using two different systems, we were able to show that there was little statistical difference between the number of correct answers produced by the clinicians. However, when the dynamics of decision making were taken into account, one system was clearly superior, improving the decision velocity of its users over a two minute period, as well as resulting in more correct answers in the first 2 minutes of use. Consequently, it seemed likely that in time restricted clinical settings, a system which allows clinicians to arrive at a correct decision more quickly is likely to have a greater impact on clinical
outcomes. This is likely because fewer clinicians would abandon the CDSS because of time constraints, and revert to their unaided judgement. By using decision metrics which better reflect the needs and pressures of the clinical work place, it is likely that we will be able to identify which CDSS are more likely to have an effect in the real world, as opposed to the evaluation bench.

**Consumer Decision Support**

Decision support systems (DSS) for healthcare consumers, sometimes known as decision aids, are designed to help people make informed choices between different options to manage their health [10]. While DSS such as online search tools can improve the quality of consumer decisions [11], uncertainty and anxiety, personal values, preferences and emotions can confound the consumer decision-making process, often intensified by decision complexity and cognitive biases [12]. DSS are thus thought to be most useful for consumers facing complex decisions, such as tradeoffs between short and long term outcomes, major differences between options, or when choices can lead to grave outcomes [13, 14].

**Development of Consumer Decision Support Systems**

Consumer DSS vary widely and are available in various forms of media. Early consumer DSS ranged from home library reference databases and body atlases to patient advice and handouts [15]. Later forms began to be delivered on the Internet, with the more prominent systems emerging in the 1990s, including websites like the Comprehensive Health Enhancement Support System (CHESS) [16], Database of Individual Patient Experiences (DIPEx) [17], Foundation for Informed Medical Decision Making (FIMDM) [18], Mayo Clinic [19] and NexCura [20]. These websites offered consumers detailed information about treatment options for a range of health topics and sometimes provided them with aids to select between management options. However, a review of online consumer DSS reported that none of these systems scored comprehensively against four core criteria i.e. access to other patients’ experiences, online community network, user-tailored prognostic outcomes and free public access [21].

Today, online consumer DSS may take many forms and are developing rapidly. These include (i) information therapies (e.g. self-administered tools to manage anxiety or depression [22]) and self-care tools, (ii) healthcare consumer virtual communities, (iii) online decision support and information retrieval systems, (iv) personal health record and management systems, (v) clinician-patient communication tools, and (vi) e-health services, such as transactional-based services (drug refills and appointment scheduling) and care-related services (medical and medication advice) [23]. Systems reported in the research literature include MyGroupHealth [24], PatientLikeMe [25], PatientSite from the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center [26] and PAMFOnline from the Palo Alto Medical Foundation [27]. In particular, initiatives and organisations such as the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) Web 2.0 taskforce [28] and the International Society for Research on Internet Interventions (ISRII) [29] are exploring the use of Web technologies for the development of online tools for healthcare consumers [30].

**Review of Consumer Decision Support System Research**

Consumer aids and DSS have begun to be studied extensively in the past decade. O’Connor and colleagues from the Ottawa Health Research Institute, for example, proposed a systematic framework for designing decision aids. Built on concepts from psychology, social psychology, economics and social support, the Ottawa Framework of Decision Support contains a series of workbooks, tutorials and principles to guide a designer to ensure that the content in a decision aid reflects patients’ values and is evidence-based with policies in place to update and maintain it [31].

To verify whether decision aids are built to an internationally-recognised set of criteria, O’Connor and Elwyn led the International Patient Decision Aid Standards (IPDAS) Collaboration to set up a quality framework for patient decision aids [32]. IPDAS has brought together stakeholders from 14 countries to develop 12 categories of quality measures for consumer DSS, which are now incorporated in their proposed standard [33]. A Cochrane Decision Aid Registry has also been established to record decision aids and their evaluation results; so far, the registry contains over 200 decision aids, covering a wide range of health topics related to treatment and screening decisions [34].

One of the most consistent benefits of using decision aids is increased consumer knowledge of management options and likely outcomes [35]. Consumers feel more supported and participate more actively in their healthcare decision-making process when they use decision aids [13]. A Cochrane review found that patients using decision aids experience less uncertainty when facing treatment and diagnosis decisions compared to those who did not use them [10]. It also found that using decision aids reduces the number of patients remaining undecided and improves the concurrence between patients’ values and their choice [10]. A recent randomised controlled trial with 611 men considering prostate cancer screening found that using an online decision support aid reduced their uncertainty and increased their knowledge of prostate cancer compared to providing participants with links to health websites [36].

Consequently, reducing decisional conflict (i.e. the uncertainty about which course of action to take when given choice among competing actions) [37], is a central goal in the design and evaluation of consumer DSS. The Conflict Theory of Decision Making (CTM) postulates that how one copes during the process of making a decision (e.g.
procrastinates, ignores information, uncritically adopts a new course of action, painstakingly searches for relevant information, or panics), is dependent on whether one is aware of a serious risk if nothing is done, has hope in finding a better alternative, or believes that there is enough time to learn about and assess the situation to choose a better alternative [38]. Based on this theory, the Decisional Conflict Scale (DCS) can measure an individual’s level of uncertainty when making a healthcare decision [37], and is now widely used in consumer decision-making research. For example, a cross-sectional national survey conducted with 635 Canadians measuring their levels of decisional conflict when facing complex healthcare decisions revealed a detailed picture of consumers’ healthcare decision-making needs [39]. Consumers manifested decisional conflict in different ways, ranging from verbalising uncertainty about what to do, wanting to delay a decision, to wavering between available choices.

Many factors can contribute to decisional conflict. Information deficits are considered the most frequent factor (e.g. lack of information regarding options, pros and cons and their likelihood), followed by social deficits (e.g. not knowing what others decide or recommend, receiving insufficient support), then cognitive deficits (e.g. lack of skills and ability to make this type of decision), and finally the emotions involved in the decision-making process. Consumers in the Canadian cross-sectional survey also used different strategies to make complex healthcare decisions [39]. For example, almost three-quarters sought information and considered how important each of their options were (i.e. information sources), and more than half sought support and information on what others decided or recommended (i.e. social sources). Additionally, there was an association between the type of decision to be made, a consumer’s perceived level of comfort and their preferred channel of seeking information and support. For example, those making decisions about institutionalising a family member were more likely to feel distressed and seek support from other people than those making decisions about birth control.

Decision biases provide a further confounding factor in the decision making task. It has been understood for quite some time that humans give different weights to the information presented to them, for example favouring information that confirms their own prior beliefs, or information that comes first or last in a sequence. The existence of such decision biases is exploited in modern marketing to the advantage of commercial enterprises, but can also lead to poor quality decision-making. Studying the impact of decision biases on health decisions after internet search, experiments seem to show that person’s prior belief (anchoring), accessing documents at different positions in a list of search results (order effect), reading documents for different lengths of time (exposure effect) have a significant impact on post-search decisions, independently of the content itself [40]. Recent work also shows that well-designed user interfaces are able to moderate the impact of such biases on consumer health decisions [41], offering hope that well designed online tools can significantly enhance the quality of consumer health decisions.

**Future Directions of Consumer Decision Support System Research**

Over a decade of research work has gone into developing an evidence-based approach to designing and creating the content in consumer DSS. However, there has not been as much research into the strategies needed to present this content to consumers, nor in studying consumers’ decision-making needs as their health issues progress over time [10]. At the same time, Web technologies continue to develop rapidly, and commercial developers seem to be building online applications for consumers at a faster rate than e-health researchers can anticipate. This presents a number of challenges for researchers working in the online consumer DSS space:

- **Safety of online consumer DSS**: When designing online consumer DSS, how do we craft content so that consumers are not misled into taking significant actions without medical supervision? Further, as obtaining advice and recommendations from social sources plays an important part in consumers’ decision-making process, how can we promote a safety culture amongst members of online communities so that members refrain from offering advice that leads to medically-unsupervised actions? Recent research shows that consumers who are least confident in their decisions are the ones most likely to be swayed by social feedback [11]. Consequently we need to understand how those most vulnerable to undue influence are best supported when entering online communities.

- **Privacy in online consumer DSS**: How can we ensure that the privacy of personal data or decisions is preserved, striking the right balance between encouraging consumers to share their experiences and risking the privacy of their personal health data being exposed and exploited? Further, how can we ensure that members of an online community are genuine healthcare consumers, and exclude those with different goals from participating or lurking in the community?

- **Search, social and decisional conflict**: As information and social deficits seem to play a major role in generating decisional conflict, how can we innovatively use Web search and social technologies to reduce decisional conflict when consumers face complex healthcare decisions?

- **Personal health records and health services**: How can we develop integrated systems that incorporate personal health records (PHRs), decision support, information therapies, online self-care management, and other services? How can consumer DSS make use of the emerging PHR infrastructure to personalise decision...
support for consumers? Furthermore, as online consumer DSS developed by researchers have to compete with tools created by commercial entities, not all of which will be built using the best evidence available, how do we guide consumers to avoid using tools that are not sound?

- **Web 2.0 and interaction design:** Besides providing consumers with quality content online, how can we innovatively design and/or apply Web 2.0 technologies to enrich consumers’ interaction online, as well as optimise the distribution of consumer DSS to those in need?

- **Health behaviours:** What consumer behaviours are we seeing emerge as consumers adopt online tools to manage their health, and what are the outcomes of such behaviours? For example, how does the relationship between patients and clinicians alter as patients access previously unavailable information [42]? What additional support will consumers now need as their decision-making role extends more widely across the healthcare journey?

Future research efforts in consumer DSS should thus focus on optimising the design of online interaction models, integrating Web search, social and e-health technologies and providing consumers with tailored information, support and tools. In particular, emerging issues relating to safety and privacy online need to be addressed. With continuing commercial and public investment in consumer e-health systems, supported by a solid research base, we can anticipate that there will be a significant uptake of consumer DSS, with growing numbers of consumers feeling empowered to make choices about their healthcare.

**Translational Bioinformatics and Clinical Decision Support**

Translational bioinformatics is the application of post-genomic bioinformatics tools and techniques to the study of human disease and improving human health [43]. Thus far, the penetration of genetic methods in clinical practice has largely been limited to screening for diseases [44]. Surprisingly, the growth in availability of public genomic data [45, 46] and testing technologies have not yet resulted in the expected surge in uptake of genetic tools in clinical practice. The most likely explanation for the poor penetration of genomic medicine to date is the lack of “genetic literacy” or preparedness amongst practitioners [44, 47-50]. At the same time, more recent developments from the research community are beginning to provide tools for a far broader range of clinical tasks, including pharmacogenomic methods to identify the most appropriate therapy or dose for individuals based upon their genetic make-up.

Bioinformatics data is different in many ways from the sources clinicians are familiar with, such as guidelines, systematic reviews, and prescription-based prompts, alerts and reminders. Genetic data can be voluminous, but also often significantly more ambiguous than traditional data. It is now becoming clear that there are multiple polymorphisms in human DNA that can produce the same broad clinical syndrome or disease. For example, analysis of large B-cell lymphoma using DNA microarray technology has identified distinct clusters of patients, with dramatically different mortality rates [51]. Where there are large groups of patients with similar genetic profiles and the connection to disease is well mapped, then the situation is straightforward, but in cases where an individual’s genetic sequence is rare, or the association between gene and disease is association, or multifactorial, then knowledge of genetic sequence alone is insufficient to understand the implications of DNA information for disease [3]. Consumers and clinicians can be faced with a raft of polymorphisms in an otherwise well individual’s genome, using even currently limited testing regimes, with many of them linked in some way with different diseases. This “disappearing cohort” problem means that the more specific the information we have about a patient, the harder it will be to find a matching cohort study [52].

Counselling on such a basis is thus likely to be challenging, until there is a better understanding of the meaning of such variants. The growth of DNA data is indeed well ahead of our understanding of its implications for individual health. In such an environment, our reliance on biological theory and simulation will increase in contrast to the paradigm of evidence based medicine.

**Warfarin (Coumadin) Dose Maintenance**

Warfarin dosing provides us with an early example of the widespread use of genetic information to support prescribing and suitable for decision support. Warfarin is a blood anticoagulant with a dose requirement that depends on body mass as well as genetic factors [53]. Incorrect dosing can result in severe adverse effects: too small a dose and the drug is ineffective, too high a dose can lead to haemorrhage [54]. The process of arriving at a patient-specific dosage is long and typically requires several adjustments and blood tests [55, 56].

It is now known that genetic variants of the enzyme that metabolizes warfarin, cytochrome P-450 2C9 (CYP2C9), and of a key pharmacologic target of warfarin, vitamin K epoxide reductase (VKORC1), contribute to differences in responses to warfarin doses [57]. Genetic testing is thus likely to improve therapy by better matching dosing regime to the individual [58].

In August 2007 the US FDA approved a significant change in labelling rules for warfarin to include genetic testing as part of the dose selection process [59]. This change in legislation is expected to reduce the number of adjustments required to reach an optimal dose and lead to an expected savings of $1.1 billion annually in the US [60].

Since warfarin prescription is relatively simple, and does not require the prescribing clinician to have much “genetic literacy”, several commercial decision support systems exist to support...
the process (e.g. http://www.butorindosing.org/Source/Home.aspx and http://www.pace-med-apps.com/CombCalc.htm). It is also likely that the genetic basis for variations in response to warfarin will become better understood, and that the initial simplicity of gene-dose models will rapidly be replaced by a more complex set of relationships, making it essential to use a CDSS to match genotype to dose.

Antimicrobial Drug Selection

Whilst warfarin presents us with an example of how genetic data can support tasks in the more traditional CDSS space, antibiotic prescribing provides us an example of the complexities associated with some genetic domains. Antimicrobial drug resistance is widely recognized as a global public health threat with major economic impact [61, 62] and leading to a doubling in hospital mortality [63, 64]. Antibiotic resistance compromises the treatment of serious infections, especially in the critically ill, and the continuing emergence of multi-drug resistance threatens to produce strains against which no drugs are effective.

Computational systems that support antibiotic prescription systems [65-67] have in the past typically used heuristic rules to find a drug that the infecting organism is most likely to be sensitive to, and that also minimizes the chances of encouraging drug resistance. Such CDSS have been shown to improve antibiotic prescription with regards to both ecological impact and patient outcome [66-68].

However, none of these systems use microbial genetic information [69], which may allow a richer categorization of the likelihood of disease virulence and drug resistance. There are hundreds of known antibiotic resistance genes [70] and GenBank contains thousands of entries in which they are sequenced. Knowing the genetic profile of an infecting organism should thus guide the selection of therapy against it. Antibiotic selection using genetic data is however complicated by horizontal gene transfer between organisms, supported by a battery of different molecular mechanisms by which bacteria can spread genes amongst themselves, and even across species. The clinical problem is further complicated by geographic location and the recent history in that location, as different populations of organisms can be found at different locations, but cause similar disease. Consequently, even as new tests like rapid PCR promise to identify some genetic traits of infecting organisms, it is likely that the high mobility of genetic elements, and their continuing evolution, will mean that any CDSS will often have to fall back on probabilistic models of the likelihood that particular genes are present. Similar challenges exist when building pathogen profiles in support of public health decision-making (see next section).

Future Directions

Looking at the next decade two related trends are evident: 1 - genomic literacy will be an increasingly important skill for clinicians; and 2 - advances in biological theory, mediated via bioinformatics and genetic medicine, will lead to clinical tasks needing cognitively richer forms of decision support than currently provided. Consequently CDSS system designers will need to develop a new set of task models and interaction designs to support these genetically supported clinical tasks. CDSS that reason about genomic data are also likely to use data from a variety of sources including textual, measured and even simulation results. Borrowing the Multi-Modelling approach from Systems Engineering, the knowledge bases of such CDSS may consist of several components (models), representing different data sources, biological processes and health system aspects, and a set of modelled interactions for those components. CDSS for translational bioinformatics are likely to thus take two broad forms – those that fit neatly behind the scenes of current tasks (e.g. Warfarin dosing) and those that support new tasks for clinicians (finding the ‘vanishing’ cohort that matches a patient’s gene test results).

Decision Support Systems for Public Health Surveillance

The value of real-time decision support in areas of public health surveillance and infection control is becoming increasingly recognized [71]. CDSS can assist in the rapid identification of outbreaks and must be sufficiently sensitive to alert public health professionals early in the outbreak, when the increased incidence above baseline may not be detectable by manual surveillance. This involves achieving a balance between sensitivity and specificity as systems that identify very small clusters of diseases might provide overly frequent and unnecessary alerts.

New Data Types and Applications

Real-time linkage between emergency departments and public health provided information can enhance outbreak detection and response. There has been a stream of post-implementation evaluation projects reporting the performance of biosurveillance systems and their impact on public health decisions in different settings. Surveillance systems implemented in Northern America [72], Europe [73], Asia [74] and Australia [75] have proved useful for monitoring seasonal influenza and foodborne outbreaks in diverse emergent or disaster situations and mass-gatherings. These systems have been successfully employed to provide medical record and syndromic data monitoring for high-visibility events, such as the Olympic Games [76, 77], or for early warning for outbreaks in endemic areas for military forces [78].

Assessment of the ability of biosurveillance systems to detect potential bioterrorist attacks has been especially challenging and has relied on simulation or quasi-experimental studies. A range of niche applications based on statistical and machine learning methods have been developed for outbreak detection [75, 79-81] and examined in simulations of non-endemic bioterror
attacks (e.g. the detection of cases of a windborne anthrax release) [81].

Electronic surveillance using web-based tools can improve the detection of outbreaks of infectious diseases. For example, the HealthMap system uses text-processing algorithms to query, integrate and visualize unstructured reports from news media, expert-curated accounts and official alerts on disease outbreaks in many languages [82, 83]. It can identify important disease outbreaks with 84% accuracy and provides an open resource for the global public health community.

Further work is required to refine syndrome definitions, improve data quality, and optimise sensitivity and specificity for anomaly detection and alerting. A unified model of aberrancy-detection algorithms and a software infrastructure has been developed to enable the evaluation of CDSS performance. Buckeridge et al. [79] have used a task-analytic methodology to identify the common features and meaningful distinctions among different algorithms and to gather evidence about the relative performance of these algorithms.

Redesigning Health Records to Support Public Health and Data Integration

CDSS in biosurveillance are often built as data integrators and data visualisation tools. Progress in high performance computing, Web 2.0 technologies and grid computing, as well as the development of new health care delivery models (e.g. telecare) have fuelled the development of such “systems of systems” integrating multiple data sources of varying data format and quality [84]. For example, spatiotemporal analysis of telehealth data, specifically fever calls, provided a timely and unique description of the evolution of a national influenza outbreak. Such tools may be used for tracking other diseases, although the lack of consistent comparison data makes this more difficult to assess [85]. Adapting current EHR systems to serve public health needs offers new opportunities for public health practice and policy as well as for patients and health-care providers [86]. For clinicians, a public health oriented EHR system could reduce the paperwork burden of communicable disease notification and provide decision support about community trends that could aid in diagnosis and treatment selection of individual patients. Automated reporting has the potential to improve the completeness of notification and compliance with quality assurance criteria [86]. In order to support public health, EHR data models would need to be expanded to incorporate additional environmental and non-medical data elements.

Applying Genomics Data to Improve Public Health Outcomes

High throughput sequencing is currently taking the biomedical research community by storm and there is a growing interest in building decision aids to reduce the complexity of genomic analyses for public health professionals and clinicians. Specifically, systems are being developed to assist in the matching of microbial sequences for public health investigations [87, 88]; to combine genetic and geographic data of a pathogen; to reconstruct its history; and to identify the migration routes through which the strains spread regionally and internationally [89]. The utility of matching pathogen fingerprints goes beyond specific questions related to the investigation of possible outbreaks. It can also be used for disease monitoring, by enabling a better understanding of the transmission of infection and the association between microbial types and clinical outcomes. Some examples of decision support systems based on the genomic profiling of pathogens with epidemic potential are listed in Table 1.

**Table 1 Examples of computerised decision support based on molecular fingerprinting of pathogens with epidemic potential**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End users</th>
<th>Decision task</th>
<th>Pathogen</th>
<th>Software tools</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Public health professionals</td>
<td>Monitoring of epidemiological trends, biothreat assessment, surge capacity planning</td>
<td>Multiple emerged and emerging viruses</td>
<td>HealthMap</td>
<td>Brownstein, 2008 [83] Davis, 2008 [77]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinicians</td>
<td>Interpretation of pathology reports and prescribing of antimicrobials</td>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>genotypic interpretation systems</td>
<td>Rosen-Zvi, 2008 [88] Liu, 2006 [91]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infection control practitioners</td>
<td>Comparative analysis and clustering of pathogens, Detection of episodes of recent transmission</td>
<td>MRSA and other hospital-acquired microorganisms</td>
<td>Ridom StaphType</td>
<td>Mollman, 2006 [81]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The safety of Clinical Decision Support Systems (CDSS) has been the subject of much debate, particularly with regards to their implementation and use. CDSS are computerised systems designed to support clinical decision-making, often by providing recommendations, alerts, and reminders. The effectiveness of these systems can be compromised by various factors, including the quality of the knowledge base, the design and implementation of the system, and user acceptance and use.

### Safety of Clinical Decision Support Systems

It is now widely recognised that, despite their manifest and manyfold benefits [94], CDSS can also generate new types of errors that are computer-related [2, 95, 96]. In 2008, the US Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations (JCAHO) published a new Sentinel Events alert on Health IT signalling a pressing need to direct more efforts towards safety within design, implementation and use of CDSS amongst a range of supporting systems currently being used in clinical settings [97]. Although evidence about the overall risks associated with CDSS is scarce, available data suggest that computer-related errors have the potential to pose a significant risk to patient safety. Computer errors relating to CDSS can be generally distinguished into two main classes: 1) machine errors and, 2) errors in the hands of users.

**Machine errors**: At a fundamental level, the safety of any CDSS is directly determined by the completeness and accuracy of its knowledge base. A second source of computer-generated errors arises from the internal procedures and logic used within a CDSS to match its clinical knowledge base with patient data to generate alerts. Historically much of the research exploring the safety CDSS, has focussed on identifying if systems are broadly acceptable to users, or whether there is variation in system function, independent of any evidence-based standard to make such an assessment. For example, Wang et al. undertook a broad study of alert features in 10 US primary care systems and found a significant variation in software functionality when assessed against 60 ‘expert’ recommendations, of which 12 specifically related to prescribing alerts [98]. Other investigators usefully attempt to determine if errors occur with CDSS use. Within a laboratory setting a Canadian system was reported to detect only 4 out of 15 clinically significant interactions, and was silent for only 96% to 247 non-clinically significant drug-drug interaction pairs [99].

More recent research is attempting to resolve the different causes of machine error. A French study found that 46% of 613 overridden alerts about drug-drug interactions were false-positives [100]. Of these 40% were attributed to system error because the CDSS did not take into account the dose, route and timing of administration in making recommendations about a potential interaction. A relatively smaller proportion of false positives related to known interactions where evidence-based guidelines were available to show that benefits outweighed the risks. The accuracy of such information is also critical to CDSS safety. One US study found that 36% of CDSS recommendations about drug-allergy and high severity drug interactions were not justified on the basis of scientific evidence [101].

When surveyed about the adequacy of alerts, 70% of primary care physicians reported that alerts did not provide them with the information they needed most of the time [102]. Users of another US primary care system reported that only 1 in 9 prescribing alerts were useful [103]. Drug duplication alerts were considered less useful than drug interaction alerts, which may have more serious consequences.

**Errors in the hands of users**: It is now widely recognised that the safety of clinical software is as much a product of human as is it is of machine. Busy clinicians will routinely disable or override computer advice in busy clinical settings. There is growing evidence for such errors of omission resulting from alert fatigue which is an expected consequence of systems with poor specificity e.g. high rates of non-serious and irrelevant alerts. Between 49% to 96% of drug safety alerts are dismissed or overridden by clinicians [104]. A US study across six primary care centres found that 72% of 291,890 overrides over 12-months related to critical drug-drug interactions [105]. In a VA setting clinicians overrode 87% of critical drug-drug and 81% of drug-allergy alerts, some of which were attributed to the use of a commercial system which was not adequately customised to local needs [106]. The long-term impact of such systems in generating new errors and their influence on clinicians’ decision-making has yet to be systematically investigated.

Beyond the two main classes of computer error which particularly relate to clinical software and its use, the safety of CDSS, as is the case with any health IT system, is understood to a property of the overall system within which these technologies are implemented and used [107]. A range of work process, cultural and organisational issues may contribute to new types of error [108]. For example, implementation of CDSS may often eliminate or shift human roles resulting in reduced verification and checking of medications and laboratory requests. Errors may also arise from unsafe workarounds if the CDSS knowledge base is not trusted by staff or not updated in a timely manner or inadequately customised to local work process requirements.
Making Clinical Decision Support Systems Safer

CDSS are still not subject to any formal regulation in many countries [109]. The safety of these systems has now started to be addressed by a number of international efforts to improve the safety governance of clinical software. Among such efforts, the US Certification Commission for Healthcare IT has introduced specific requirements for CDSS within functionality criteria for hospital and ambulatory care systems [110]. The US Leapfrog Group, another voluntary program, has developed the CPOE Evaluation Tool which provides an assessment of the adequacy of decision support within hospital CPOE systems to provide alerts for high frequency serious prescribing errors [111]. In September 2008 the UK National Health Service, which took a lead role in embedding a safety management approach into their procurement processes, published simple developer guidelines for a broad range of safety features in electronic prescribing systems. Future versions are planned to cover drug-drug interaction checking and other decision support functions not included in the initial publication [112].

The International Organisation for Standardisation, based upon a risk management approach, is developing standards for the construction, implementation and use of clinical software.

Beyond certification and standardisation, which will provide a minimal level of safety assurance, the need for continuous monitoring at a local organisational level, analogous to the post-marketing surveillance of drugs to monitor patients for unknown and unexpected side effects, is recommended to detect new types of errors which may invariably arise from implementation and use of CDSS in complex environments that characterised by high local variability [113]. Following completion of its first survey of CPOE for medications management involving 1200 hospitals, the US Leapfrog Group published a warning about the need for quality assurance during implementation to ensure the safety and effectiveness of CDSS [111]. In addition to the recommendations for systems implementation published by the Leapfrog Group and JCAHO, Walker and colleagues [107] propose seven useful strategies for risk-management over the entire lifecycle of electronic health record systems which are also applicable to CDSS. As is the practice in other safety-critical industries overall safety management systems [114] supported by automated surveillance systems, which have the capacity to improve the efficiency and effectiveness in detecting general patient safety problems, will invariably be required at a local organisational level to monitor the ongoing safety of CDSS and related systems [113].

Despite the lack of clear evidence about mechanisms for causation of CDSS machine errors, or errors arising in the hands of users, some design strategies to minimise the occurrence and impact of errors associated with CDSS for CPOE have started to emerge, including:

1) Reducing alert fatigue by customising and prioritising CDSS recommendations. The overall number of alerts may be reduced by local customisation of rules for alerts based on large commercial knowledge bases which usually generate a large number of alerts. Organisations will often elect to design alerts for a subset of the original drug database covering only the most safety critical medications. The availability of tools as well as policy and procedures to support local customisation are critical to the effectiveness of this strategy [113].

To further reduce alert fatigue designers could consider smarter CDSS that can be trained manually or automatically to individual practice requirements akin to an email spam filter that can be gradually trained to remove irrelevant alerts. For instance, clinicians should be able to train their prescribing software to provide alerts only for the new medications in a script and ignore repeat medications in cases where a clinician has previously noted an alert and the patient is known to tolerate a particular drug combination. In a similar manner software can be trained to automatically tune its performance based on patterns of alerts overridden by clinicians. Other measures include prioritising alerts by severity, which has been shown to improve the effectiveness of CDSS in a hospital setting [115]. However, allowing clinicians to customise alerts [116] and receive non-interruptive recommendations [117], may not always be feasible strategy [118], nor effective.

2) Simplifying user interactions with CDSS: Clinician acceptance of alerts can also be improved through more user-friendly interactions. For example, by providing a pick list of common reasons in place of a free text entry, in cases where users must provide a reason for overriding an alert [115]. A range of formal usability engineering approaches are being applied to identify problematic interface features as well as error-prone interactions [119]. Cognitive models are another technique which can be used to quantitatively examine and simplify user interactions with a CDSS [120]. In a departure from conventional text-based presentation of recommendations, the use of graphics and icons to convey medications information has the potential to simplify interaction, reduce the time taken to read CDSS recommendations and generate fewer errors [121]. At a broader level data mining methods such as sequential pattern analysis and Markov chain models show much promise to identify ways people use CDSS interfaces, and maybe simplify interaction paths for complex or problematic tasks [122].

3) Examining overall safety of CDSS within context of use: Risk-analysis approaches may be useful during design as well as post-implementation to examine specific functionality of a CDSS within a local context. Techniques such as the Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analyses (FMECA) are now being applied to CDSS implementation...
and may be potentially useful in continuous monitoring of systems [123]. Another strategy to examine overall safety that may be increasingly explored as more data about CDSS errors becomes available, is the use of computational models combining systems dynamics and agent-based approaches [124].

Any approach to engineering safer CDSS is highly reliant on systematic examination of the safety of CDSS both on their own as well as in the hands of typical users to better understand the frequency as well as mechanisms for computer errors. At present there is scarce information about the causation of computer errors and this is likely to hamper efforts to make CDSS safer. As CDSS continue to proliferate in the clinical world and beyond the challenges of ensuring the safety of these systems through design, implementation as well as ongoing monitoring and maintenance will only become greater. Future directions in research will lie at the intersection of patient safety, systems safety engineering, psychology, and human factors to develop new approaches specifically tailored to addressing unknown risks posed by CDSS in the hands of an expanding user base within highly variable settings. Some key areas for future research include the development of better techniques to detect errors and their mechanisms; methods for designing safer user interfaces and interactions; risk-analyses and modelling techniques to examine and manage safety on an ongoing basis.

Conclusion

CDSS research remains an active and evolving area of research, as CDSS penetrate more widely beyond their traditional domain into consumer decision support, and as decisions become more complex, for example by involving sequence level genetic data. In the early years, CDSS research largely focussed on improving the core decision technologies, and while there will always be a place for better technology, our current challenges remain to find ways of enhancing the uptake of CDSS, in support of a broad range of healthcare goals. To do this, we find ourselves surprisingly weak in our understanding on how people actually use CDSS, and what benefits we can provide to those struggling with complex, challenging or personally threatening health decisions.
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